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Monday Night Indoor Golfing 
Match Play Skins Tournament 

Starting October 14th 2013 
6:30pm – 8:30pm $25/night - Drop in only - No commitment 
Pay in advance for a free beverage on game night.  

 
Gather your friends for a friendly tournament every Monday night. This tournament is open to players of all skill 
levels and will commence on October 14th 2013. 
 
Registration 
$25 per person and collected prior to game time and broken down by the following: 
$15 – towards simulator for 9 holes |$9 – towards skins ($1 towards each hole) | $1 – towards “Hole-in-one” pot 
 
Our Skins Tournament format 
Golfers play to win individual holes or "skins" in a match play format. Each hole is assigned a monetary value and the golfer who won 
the hole with the best score outright won the money for that hole. In the event that two or more golfers tie on a hole, the skins carried 
over to the next hole. As long as the two best scores tie, all players tie and have the chance to win the next hole. Skins will be carried 
over indefinitely to the next hole and onto the following week until one single player wins a hole outright. 
 
Example 
10 registered players; each hole is valued at $10 for a total of $90 for 9 holes. First hole is worth $10, the two best 
scores on the first hole score a par.  The pot carries over because no player has won the hole outright.  Hole 2 is worth 
$20, all 10 players have the same chance to win the pot.  On hole 2, the best score is 1 under par (birdie) scored by one 
player. The player with the birdie wins the pot of $20.  Hole 3 is worth $10 because there is no carry over.  No player 
wins a hole outright after playing the 9th hole. The pot is carried over to the following Monday.  The first hole is 
worth $70 plus an additional $1 for each player registered for the tournament that day.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 


